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Achilles in Locri: *P. Oxy. 3876.frr.37-77*

The death and funeral of Achilles, it has been recently claimed, enjoyed no successful treatment in Greek poetry: the story is confined to texts late, imitative, and clearly mediocre. One might dismiss the account in the *Odyssey* (24.36-94) as minor. And it is true that the more substantial treatment in Quintus' *Posthomerica* is late and imitative. But the bulk of Greek poetry composed between the *Odyssey* and Quintus' poem is lost. It seems unfair, for example, to condemn the account of Achilles' death in the *Aithiopis* to mediocrity: not a single line of that poem remains to be praised or blamed on its merits. Alcman may have told the story (cf.frr. 68-70 P), but only hints remain. In recent years we have learned more and more that if a good story is wanted, Stesichorus is an excellent place to go. And now it seems we might just have another early account of Achilles' death and funeral in fragments of Stesichorus' poetry, fragments 37-77 of *P. Oxy. 3876.*

There is reason to believe Stesichorus could have written such a poem: he treated other material from the epic cycle in his *Iliou Persis* (the fragments of which have been illuminated partly by a comparison with the account in Quintus). Indeed, there is reason to believe that Stesichorus may well have written such a poem: he told of the golden urn that Thetis gave to Achilles to contain his bones after his death (*PMGF* 234), and no poem could be more fitting for such information than one which dealt with Achilles' death. That we have no title for an Achilles-poem is of little concern. After all, we have no title for the Lille poem, and Stesichorus seems to have been most prolific, as the finds from Oxyrhynchus continue to show.

The general importance of Achilles' death for Greek culture is unquestionable. Achilles' death is in fact one of the most insistent concerns of the *Iliad*. His enemies look forward to his death (18.282) or at least wish for it (22.42-3); his mother bewails that it will come so soon (1.417, 18.95); he himself acknowledges it as the price for his fame (9.412-13); his horse foretells it (19.416-17); and he foresees the details of his own funeral (23.244-8). It is generally agreed that in the *Iliad* the death and burial of Patroclus is made indirectly to serve as

---


2 The death and funeral of Achilles fill the 787 verses of book three; the funeral games and their after math, books four and five.

3 The fragments have been presented nearly simultaneously as an appendix to M. Davies' *Poetarum Meliorum Graecorum Fragmenta* (Oxford 1991) I (hereafter *PMGF*), and in *P. Oxy LVII* edited by M. Haslam. I agree with Haslam that frr. 1-24 (and very likely 25-36) belong together and tell the story of Meleager and the Calydonian Boar. For more on the connections between the two stories see the conclusion of this article.

the funeral of Achilles, with Patroclus serving as Achilles' double. Nor is the importance of Achilles' death seen only in poetry: Achilles' final battle, the struggle for possession of his body, and the rescue of his corpse by Ajax were popular subjects for depiction in art—indeed one of the favorite scenes in Archaic art—with representations from at least the mid-seventh century and probably from some time before.

The narrative account of Achilles' death and funeral can be reconstructed with either of two approaches that are often seen as conflicting: the methods of oral poetry theory or of neoanalysis. Both approaches begin from the same point: Proclus' summary of the Aithiopis as well as the accounts of Achilles' death and funeral in the Odyssey and Quintus' Posthomerica give a series of events in which many particulars closely resemble those in the death and burial of Patroclus. The neoanalysts assume that the story of Achilles' death was developed first (orally rather than in the Aithiopis) and that various elements from that story were taken over by the creator of the Iliad. Thus elements entirely appropriate in an original "Achilleis" are often somewhat out-of-place in the Iliad: the arrival of Thetis and the Nereids to mourn the death of Achilles makes more sense and better poetry than does their arrival at the death of Patroclus. The oral poetry theorists prefer to think of typical scenes and traditional themes available for the poet to incorporate into his work. The elements common to the deaths of Patroclus and Achilles (and seen also to some extent in the deaths of Sarpedon and Hector) can be seen as thematic formulae: they will have been developed to treat related incidents with related themes, the battle deaths of important figures, heroes whose lives are inextricably bound together by traditional mythology and ritual. Taking a somewhat more sociological or broadly cultural (rather than strictly literary) approach, Vernant has demonstrated the importance of the theme of the heroic death in battle of the beautiful young man and the way it is developed in the Iliad: a clear pattern of events or concerns can be found in the accounts of the deaths of Sarpedon, Hector, and Patroclus. And these are in fact the same events and details found in the surviving references to Achilles' death.

In sum, the traditional tale of Memnon's death at Achilles' hands and of Achilles' at Apollo's, eventually recounted in the Aithiopis and elsewhere, may well have provided the

---

5 See, for example, Whitman (n. 4) 136-7, 200-202; Nagy (n. 4) 33; N. Loraux, "Mourir devant Troie, tomber pour Athènes: de la gloire du héros à l'idée de la cité," p. 30 in La mort, les morts (n 1), and Schnapp-Gourbeillon (above, n. 1) 86.


7 As does Kullmann, I believe that the two approaches should ultimately be compatible. See W. Kullmann, GRBS 25 (1984) 307-23.


poet of the *Iliad* with much of his material: certainly the examination of the *Iliad* narrative surrounding Patroclus has provided the neoanalysts with some of their most persuasive material. But even if the death of Achilles did not exist in such an early narrative form, the *Iliad* itself insists on the supreme importance of Achilles' death and provides a clear pattern for the manner in which it would be told. Thus one can imagine three somewhat different possibilities for the development of the Achilles death-story: an early *Achilleis* shaped the *Iliad* (the neoanalytical view); the *Iliad* shaped an imitative *Aithiopis*; or the techniques and history of oral poetry dictated that the way in which both Patroclus' and Achilles' deaths should be told must share a number of thematic details. But on all three views, the elements of Achilles' death and burial seem virtually inevitable. The following reconstruction of these events, then, rests on a surprisingly solid foundation.

Achilles is killed in battle by an arrow guided by Apollo (Quintus 3.56-62, Proclus' summary of the *Aithiopis*), just as Patroclus is slain in part through Apollo's action (*Il.* 16. 790-93). The corpse of a great hero must be recovered so that he can be given a glorious funeral: Apollo, aided by Sleep and Death, retrieves Sarpedon's body (*Il.* 16.678-83); the gods and Priam achieve the return of Hector (*Il.* 24); Achilles is secured in a great battle (*Od.* 24.40-2, Proclus, Quintus 3.312-65) just as was Patroclus (*Il.* 17). Once secured, the corpse must be protected from decay by some combination of divine oil, nectar and/or ambrosia: Achilles (Quintus 3.533-43, 697-8); Sarpedon (*Il.* 16.666-83); Hector (*Il.* 23.184-7, 24.18-21, 24.411-23); Patroclus (*Il.* 19.37-9). Upon news of Achilles' death, Thetis and the Nereids rise from the sea (*Od.* 24.47-50, Proclus, Quintus 3.585-96) just as they had when Patroclus was killed (*Il.* 18.35-67). At any time from this point through the end of the funeral there may be speeches of mourning and consolation: for Achilles, Quintus 3.435-780 (passim); for Patroclus, *Il.* 19.287-300, 23.179-83; for Hector, *Il.* 24.725-77. A great pyre is built for Achilles (*Od.* 24.65-70, Quintus 3.673-93) as it was for Patroclus (*Il.* 23.163-77) and for Hector (*Il.* 24.784-7). Winds are called to make the pyre blaze high (for Achilles: Quintus 3.699-711; for Patroclus: *Il.* 23.194-230), and, of course, the pyre does burn: Achilles (*Od.* 24.65-70; Proclus; Quintus 3.712-18); Patroclus (*Il.* 23.216-28); Hector (*Il.* 24.787). Finally, once the pyre has burned down, the embers are extinguished and the bones gathered and placed in a container of precious metal: Achilles (*Od.* 24.72-6, Quintus 3.719-42); Patroclus (*Il.* 23.239-57); and Hector (*Il.* 24.792-5).

With this skeleton reconstruction in mind we may turn to *P. Oxy.* 3876. For convenience, the major relevant fragments are presented here with some of Haslam's supplements and suggestions. The spacing between words has been added by me in order to facilitate the

---

10 The importance of a glorious death in battle memorialized by a proper funeral is often expressed in inverted fashion by stressing the horror of the mutilation or decay of the corpse. The importance of this theme in the *Iliad* has been demonstrated by C. Segal, *The Theme of the Mutilation of the Corpse in the Iliad* (Leiden 1971).

11 In the *Iliad* (19.347-8, 353-4) Achilles is given nectar to keep him from joining Patroclus in death, but the detail inevitably suggests his own end. For the connection between nec-tar and the corpse (*nec-ros*) see E. Vermeule, *Aspects of Death in Early Greek Art and Poetry* (Berkeley 1979) 127. Apollo tried to revive Hyacinth with nectar and ambrosia (Bion fr. 1.3). In Ovid nectar causes the fragrant evaporation of a corpse (*Met.* 4.249-51), and once Adonis is dead, nectar is added to his blood to create the anemone (*Met.* 10.131-9).
reader's perception. All accents and marks, including the diacritical and prosodic signs, are those of the papyrus.
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Zηνο written in front of the line, thus correcting an omission or wrong colometry.

col.1.5 and 5 in a smaller hand
fr. 48

αμφ[
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] ἕνεκη]
] κειμην[ 4
] ὀμοφαγ [
] τ. [...]. [  

\[\text{αλος πολιας οθεν[} 8
\]\[\text{αλι κλυζ[μεν-}
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\]\[\text{βροτοις[}
\[\text{αλλ υδατ[} \text{τ ελ[ο]ες[αν} 12

fr. 61

fr. 62
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\]\[\text{αμβρο[ε[}_]} [  

5 καθέcaic Davies 8... [ in a smaller hand
Noting the sea in fr. 61.7-9 and the funeral activity in fr. 62, Haslam suggested that the poem recounts a funeral for a victim of drowning. But other fragments point to another interpretation. Fragment 64b seems to suggest battle (v. 1) and war (v. 8), and fr. 69 apparently gives us a shield and bronze (vv. 3-4). Also the verse-initial κεμεν [ in fr. 48.4 suggests the Homeric corpses found in the midst of battle in verse initial position. Moreover, in the next line (fr. 48.5) the adjective ὀμοφάγος suggests an animal simile describing the fierceness of battle.12 Taken together, the fragments point strongly toward a battle context—and to one more pervasive than if a drowned hero's previous military exploits were simply being rehearsed by those who mourn his death. A funeral by the sea for a hero who died in battle would, of course, be part of the tale of Achilles' death. The fragments provide a number of details which seem to indicate that that is just what we have.

Identifiable actors and actions seem to come into focus with fr. 42. If we do have a child of Thaumas (Θωύμαντος, fr. 42a.7), it is likely to be Iris (cf. Hes. Th. 265) descending through the αἰθήρ (αἰθέρος, fr. 42a.5).13 Since ὠκέα Ίρις is an Iliadic formula, Iris could still be present in the adjacent column (ὡκεα, fr. 42c.3). She will have come to give a message to Achilles (fr. 42c.4 Ὑς Ἀχιλλ), perhaps from Zeus (fr. 42c.6). Compare her arrival in the Iliad (ὕκεν Ἡρ, 18.166) with a message for Achilles to encourage him to help defend the corpse of Patroclus.14

Very soon after this (if—as Haslam thinks likely—fr. 43 joins to fr. 42) Achilles may be shot in the ankle (fr. 43.ii.8 εὐφορι) with the arrow which kills him.15 The arrow which struck him unaware may be likened to a snake (ὁφι εἰκέλος, fr. 43.ii.3; with a Doric dative (see Haslam's note); cf. εὐ ἑκέλος: Il. 4.253, 11.293) hiding in a thicket (δρόι, fr. 43 ii 5). The head of the arrow (κεφαλής) may receive special attention. If this description seems too lively and vivid for an arrow, we need only recall the description of Heracles' arrow and its head in Stesichorus' Geryoneis, fr. S15, col. ii,1-9. Note especially εὐφοροῦ θεανάττοι τέλος κεφαλῆς πέρι πότιον ἔχων.16 Here in P. Oxy. 3876 the arrow is most likely guided by Apollo in his capacity as archer (cf. fr. 69.2 Ἀπόλλωνα κλύτος), whether as the direct murderer of Achilles or as Paris' assistant. With Achilles down, the battle for his corpse must rage.17 At this point some of the heroes may debate whether or not it is right to flee and leave Achilles (fr. 45.4 νέμεσις φυλήν, cf. Il. 14.80).

12 In PMGF Davies prints ὀμοφαγα, but the final alpha is metrically unlikely if it represents neuter plural and morphologically unlikely if it represents a first declension form. The ink to the right of the gamma seems peculiar in any case.

13 Cf. Stes. 209 PMGF (Nostoi) col. i 3-4: ὅρανόθεν δι᾽ αἰθέρος ἀτρυγέτας κατέπτατο, of the bird omen.

14 Ours will not be that scene however. In Iliad 18 Achilles is unable to enter battle since he has no armor, but the battle is soon concluded. Here the battle evidently continues.

15 For Achilles being shot in the ankle see Apollod. 5.3-5 εἶς τὸ εὐφορι, and Quintus 3.62 κατὰ εὐφορί.

16 For the boldness of Stesichorus' description of the arrow in Geryoneis see D. Page, JHS 93 (1973) 152. Note also that there may well have been a standard set of Stesichorean descriptions or phrases used frequently in similar situations. Two poems alone—the Geryoneis and the Lille poem—give us the following: μορφίμον, S 11.21, 222b.212, and 222b.274; εὐφοροῦ θεανάττοι τέλος, S 15.ii1-2 and θεανάτου τέλος εὐφορίον, 222b.213.

17 The intensity of the battle is noted at Odys. 24.41-2; it is described at length in Quintus.
The fierceness of the battle for Achilles' corpse might help explain fr. 48.18 In the *Iliad*, the participle κείμενον (and -μένου, -μένος; the nominative never occurs) is found almost exclusively in line initial position and is used chiefly to describe the corpses of important figures: Sarpedon (16.661), Patroclus (17.86, 18.236), Hector (24.414), and even Achilles, imagined as dead by Priam (22.43). So here, κείμενον (fr. 48.4), given the apparent mention of Achilles and his ankle (in frs. 42 and 43), may refer to the corpse of Achilles. As Haslam notes, ἐναλίγκη (fr. 48.3) suggests a simile, particularly since ὀμοφάγος (cf. ὀμοφάγη [, fr. 48.5] is confined in the *Iliad* to the description of lions, wolves, and jackals in similes. As for ἀμφί- (fr. 48.1), compare: κεῖται Πάτροκλος, νέκυος δὲ δὴ ὀμοφάγος ἄργου (II. 18.20). Or ἀμφί could simply be the preposition in a phrase such as ἀμφὶ αὐτὸν. Compare the description of Patroclus and Hector fighting over the corpse of Kebriones (II. 16.774-6):

πολλὰ δὲ χερμόδια μεγάλα ἀκρίδας ἐκτυφέλλειαν
μαρνωμένον ἀμφὶ αὐτὸν τὸ δὲ ἐν στροφάλληγι κοινῆς
κεῖται μέγας μεγαλωτί, λελαμεμένος ὑποσυνάων.

Besides ἀμφὶ αὐτὸν (v. 775), note στροφάλληγι (v. 775), the whirlwind or cloud of dust. One of the only two other occurrences of this word in Homer describes the whirlwind of battle dust in which Achilles' corpse lay (*Od.* 24.39), and Quintus reused the word in a simile describing Achilles as he falls wounded in the ankle (3.64). Surely, then, fr. 74.4 represents Achilles fallen or falling in the dust: στροφάλληγι.20

When the news of Achilles' death reaches Thetis and the Nereids, they rise from the sea to visit the Greek ships. This arrival may well account for the watery context of fr. 61: the waves (κύμας, v. 7), the grey sea (ἅλλος πτολίμικ ὅθεν[, v.8]), and the beating of the wave (ἅλλο κλυζόμεν[, v. 9]). Compare the description of their arrival in the *Odyssey* (24.47-9):

μήτηρ δ’ ἐξ ἅλλου ἠλθε τὸν ἐθανάτης ἅλλης ἄγγελης ἂν ὅποια ἐπὶ πόντον ὠρόρει

This is similar to their arrival in the *Iliad* (18.65-7) when Patroclus has been killed:

"Ὡς ἄρα φωνήσασα λίπε σπέος· αἰὲ δὲ κὸν σώτηρ
διακρύονεα ἔσας, περί δὲ εὐφρεί κύμα θαλάσσης

This does away with the problem of Haslam's puzzling Strophades in this fragment. If fr. 74.2 does read Αἰολίδι-, it can exist in this context as well. The elements may rage in the midst of this battle or in a simile describing part of it. Zeus puts an end to the battle for Achilles' corpse with a stormwind (*Od.* 24.42) which could be taken as an alternative explanation of the winds in this fragment.
In Quintus as well (3.582-94) the water of the Hellespont echoes to the Nereids' cry. As they rush up through the gray sea (πολιοῖο δι' οἴδηματος) it parts around them, and they and the sea combined make a great sound.

The corpse must be cared for. Washing may begin in fr. 61.12 (ἀλλ' ὑδατί]ί τ' ἐλ[ο]-

éκςαν) and the preparation of the body continues in fr. 62.21 In fr. 62.2, νεκτάρε[δ]ίμωι suggests the care given in epic to corpses of great heroes who fall in battle. The ambrosia of fr. 72.9 would seem to belong here as well. In Quintus Achilles' corpse is showered with ambrosia by Zeus (3.698).22 The figure placing the shroud (φώρος, fr. 62.4), if he is a cousin of Aeolus (ἀνεψιος Αἰώλου Ἰπποτάδα, fr. 62.5-6), remains a mystery. Certainly it is very important for the winds to attend the burning of the pyre: Achilles prays for them to come to help speed Patroclus' pyre (II. 23. 198ff.) and in Quintus they rush to Achilles' pyre as well (3.694).23 But the figure who spreads the shroud could simply be a mortal hero whose genealogy would either be more fully explained elsewhere in the poem or be more obvious (and perhaps relevant) to Stesichorus' audience.24 In any case, Stesichorus was a great innovator and apparently was recognized as such (cf. PMGF 193.17, ἐκκαίνισονιτε): he may have added or changed details here just as he did in his Oresteia poem or poems (cf. PMGF 217-19). Finally, if the pyre includes branches from an ash tree as Haslam suggests (fr. 62.8), we will be reminded of Achilles' great ash spear.

There seem to be two speeches in fragments 64 and 65. Fragment 64 may well be a consolation to Thetis. The apparent mention of battle in fr. 64b.1 (μαχα) combined with οὐδὲ τις ἐκτ' ἀρετά[ strongly suggests not only a warrior but one whose ἀρετή and κλέος have been assured by his death in battle. Of course Achilles was preeminent for this form of ἀρετή: he was the best of the Achaeans partly because he chose to remain at Troy and die an early death.25 That is, although god has given different goods to different men, it was Achilles' de-

stiny (λάχειν, 64b.6) to die at Troy, still young and beautiful.26 As Haslam suggests, the speech in fr. 65 should be a farewell to the corpse. A mother's lament will be particularly like-

ly to figure in Stesichorus, where mothers and children (even monstrous ones like Geryon) figure so prominently.27 Thetis, then, would be a likely (but not certain) speaker. Our frag-

21Thetis could wash Achilles, but Briseis would be another likely candidate—a woman to whom Stesi-

chorus could give one or more of his notable speeches. Certainly Propertius (2.9.9-16) makes Briseis pro-

minent: in his version she is the only woman present to wash Achilles' corpse.

22 See J.-P. Vernant (above, n. 9). The corpse of the hero who dies gloriously (and young) in battle must be kept beautiful. The importance of preserving the beauty of the battle dead further suggests that in these fragments we have a hero who has died in battle.

23Kakridis (above, n. 8) 75-83 sees the episode of the winds as further evidence of the priority and impor-

tance of the story of Achilles' death. He persuasively argues that the details in the calling of the winds are far more fitting for Achilles' than for Patroclus' funeral.


25 For Achilles as ἄρετος, the best of the Achaeans, see Nagy (above, n. 4) 26-35.

26 I take it to be coincidence that ἄρετος (fr. 64b.7) occurs here and in the descriptions of the bones of Patroclus and Achilles (II. 23.240, Quintus 3.724) after their pyres have burnt.

27 Compare Helen in the Nostoi, concerned about Penelope's feelings for her son Telemachus; the mother (almost certainly Jocasta) of Polyneices and Eteocles in the Lille poem; and of course Callirhoe in Geryoneis
ment seems most likely to begin with a mention of the slain (πέφ[νε or πέφ[ατα, fr. 65 ii 2; cf. II.17.689-90, πέφατα δ’ ὤριτος Ἄρχαιον Πάτροκλος). Thetis might, for example, mention her resentment of the slayer. The speech will, in its conclusion, resemble Achilles' speech to Patroclus (χαίρ[έ μοι (?), fr. 65 ii 5; cf. χαίρ[έ μοι ὧ Πάτροκλε, II.23.19 = 23.179), but it differs from that speech too. Achilles will have great fame (κλε[ίτ-, fr. 65 ii 6) and he will be carried to the land or the isles of the blessed (μακά[ρων ἐπι γαῖ[ῶν (?), fr. 65 ii 7, as at Quintus 3.762; or perhaps ἐπί νῆ[ον or νῆ[ον).28 The farewell climaxes with that promise of eternal blessedness, and then it may be that the final animal victims, laden with fat, are thrown onto the pyre (βρ[θωνας ἀλο[ήθη (?), fr. 65 ii 9; cf. Quintus 3.682, σῦ δ’ ὁ[άκ τε σύ[ας τ’ ἔθαλον βρ[θωνας ἀλο[ήθη).29

Fragment 67 is one of the most tantalizing of the group. The golden (?) funeral urn (fr. 67b.5)—perhaps with silver decoration (fr. 67b.4; cf.Stesichorus fr. 209, col.ii.1-2: another heirloom decorated with both gold and silver) may well be mentioned here. The final line of column b, written in a smaller hand, could well be a gloss (as Haslam suggests): some participle ending in -όντας (means) ἴδ[όντας. Who are these men, and what have they seen? Perhaps they have seen a gleam (cέλακ, v. 7), a gleam that may be observed from a distance (τηλ[θε, v. 6) and from the sea (άλ[ός, v. 8). If these are sailors at sea, seeing a flash, the flash may well be a source of joy to them (γάρ[μα, v. 6). At the scene of Achilles' funeral, reference could be being made (either by Thetis, with her knowledge of the future, or by the poet in his own voice) to the future function of Achilles' tomb at the Hellespont. Compare the description of Achilles' tomb in the Odyssey (24.80-4):

\[\begin{align*}
\text{ἀμφ’ αὐτ[οίς δ’ ἔπειτα μέγα[α καὶ ἀμύ[ονα τύμ[βων} \\
\text{κε[υ[μέν[ν Ἀργ[ε[ο[ν ἱε[ρ[ός στρατ[ός αἰχμα[τά[ν} \\
\text{ἀκτ[ῇ ἐπ[ προ[χ[υ[σ[η, ἐπ[ πλατ[ε[ Ἐλ[η[π[όν[τ[ῳ,} \\
\text{ὁ[ κε[ν τ[θ[ε[φ[α[ν[ς ἐκ πο[ν[τ[ο[ν[ ἀν[δρ[α[ς[ν[ ε[[} \\
\text{τ[ο[ς[, [ο[ ν[ν[ γ[γ[ά[α[ι[ κα[ ἰ[ με[τ[ο[π[θ[ε[ν[ ἔο[ν[τ[α[.]}
\end{align*}\]

Note especially τ[θ[ε[φ[α[ν[ς (v. 83; cf. our τ[θ[λ[θ[ε[, fr. 67b.6); the tomb is to be a sign for men who will see it from afar. Quintus too mentions the giant mound heaped at the tomb (3.739-41) beside the waters of the Hellespont. If this is the sort of picture Stesichorus is giving, it could be additional evidence for Nagy's suggestion that the Iliad looks forward to the flash from the tomb which will be a salvation for sailors (op. cit. [n. 4] 338-43). The distant flash (cέλακ; cf. fr. 67b.7) from Achilles' shield (II.19.374-80) is likened to a distant beacon for sailors on stormy waters, a beacon which signals their salvation. More simply (and perhaps more likely) we may have in fr. 67 a description of the gleam from the magnificent golden urn which includes a simile influenced by the one describing Achilles' shield in

who reminds her son Geryon that when he was an infant she offered her breast—presumably to all three of his hungry mouths.

28 Fr. 65 ii 7, μα[κα, is in response with fr. 71.4, μα[. There is some reason, then, to consider 71.4 some form of μακαιφ-. For other such instances of near or total tautometric responsion in Stesichorus see Ge-ryoneis S11 PMGF v. 16 φίλε and v. 25 φίλοις; vv. 13 and 22 καί; the Lille poem vv. 218 and 232 μ[θο[ς; v. 211 παίδα[ς, v. 218 παίδες; v. 201 ἐπ’ ἄλγ[κα, and v. 215 ἄλγ[κας.)

29 The iota in βρ[θω is long. Haslam suggests that 65 ii 9 may begin with a short (responding with fr. 71.6), but he acknowledges that the indications are not certain for this line of the strophe.
Iliad 19. In any case, the burial of Achilles would likely suggest the importance of the Achilles of cult who for many centuries presided over the Hellespont.

Would such a reference have meaning for a Stesichorean audience? And more generally, what Stesichorean audience might be interested in the death of Achilles? Stesichorus could have provided poetry for virtually any Greek city in Southern Italy. There was a cult of Achilles at Croton, where the women annually bewailed Achilles as Thetis and the Nereids had done, but Croton, although a possibility, does not seem the best candidate. Stesichorus is persistently associated with Locri and seems virtually certain to have spent at least some part of his working life there. One odd story associates Stesichorus' Palinode with the aftermath of the Battle of Sagra, a battle in which Locri defeated Croton. One account indicates that among the supernatural powers aiding Locri was Achilles (TA42, PMGF). This might well indicate that Achilles was honored at Locri (R-E, 223). For a civic celebration Stesichorus could have told of Achilles' glorious battle death, of the hero's tomb which still to this day cheers sailors as a beacon on the Hellespont, and of the soul of the hero Achilles whisked away by his mother and by the windy family of Aeolus to the Isles of the Blessed.

Given the state of P. Oxy. 3876, it must be admitted that such a reconstruction is conjectural. But in the end the sum of the evidence in favor of this interpretation is encouraging. Internally, the fragments lend themselves well to Achilles' story and offer no serious conflicting evidence. Moreover, in a notable number of instances, words or phrases are suggested which seem virtually formulae primarily associated with the Patroclus-Achilles death narrative. Externally, we have not only the evidence that Stesichorus referred to Achilles' death and burial but also the indication of a cult of Achilles at Locri. And the latter evidence comes from one of the testimonia which also links Stesichorus with Locri. Finally, there is the general importance to Greek culture of the theme of the beautiful corpse and the glory of the battle dead (cf. Vernant, loc. cit. [n. 9]). The theme was, of course, modified as the city state developed, but was hardly abandoned. In Sparta, for example, Tyrtaeus drew on this theme when using the beauty of the young corpse as partial proof of his assertion that it is beautiful to die in battle (10W). His poetry makes use of the Homeric preoccupation with the corpse—specifically of Priam's vision of horror presented to Hector as Hector is about to die (Il.22.66-76). And Loraux has shown how the theme was adapted for use at Athens (loc. cit. [n. 5]).

As a coda I would like to draw attention to a curiosity—perhaps merely a coincidence—involving the contents of the other main group of fragments published as P. Oxy. 3876. We seem destined never to know exactly what reasons led Lobel to collect the fragments of P. Oxy. 3876 into their four folders. But frr.1-26, which (as Haslam has noted) seem almost

30 See L.R. Farnell, Greek Hero Cults (Oxford 1921) 285-89.
32 The Crotonian general Leonymos must be healed by the one who wounded him—Achilles. Hence Leonymos' trip to the Isles of the Blessed.
33 One can think of Tyrtaeus adapting an epic theme for use in the city-state no matter what one feels is the relation between his text and that of our Iliad. However, in extant Greek poetry from before 400 B.C., the beginning of Iliad 22 is alluded to more than any other part of the Iliad or Odyssey. See R. Garner, From Homer to Tragedy (London 1990) 194, 224 n. 12.
certainly to tell the story of Meleager's death after the hunt for the Calydonian Boar, make an
intriguingly fitting accompaniment to fragments relating the death of Achilles. The two men's lives
are there made to have many parallels. When Bacchylides retells Meleager's story, he seems
still to have Achilles in mind: the vocabulary strongly suggests the famously short life of
Achilles. And Stesichorus also seems to have Achilles in mind in the Meleager fragments of
P. Oxy. 3876: the telling of the news of Althaia's brothers (especially as reconstructed by
Haslam) seems likely to be closely modeled on the Iliadic scene in which Achilles learns of
the death of Patroclus (P. Oxy. 3876, fr. 4; Il. 18.17-21). Finally, as Haslam noted, we appear
to have the phrase Ζηνός ἑρικοσάγου in fragment 42c.6 (the Achilles story)—the exact
phrase found in Bacchylides' poem which tells the Meleager story (Bacch. 5.20). Did Bac-
chylides have Stesichor-us' poem or poems in mind when he wrote Ode 5? Are the two
poems of P. Oxy. 3876 now together because one scribe found them already grouped together
for reasons of cult or genre?35 Did the scribe himself make the grouping? Did Lobel? Or have
the stories of Meleager and Achilles simply ended up through the workings of fate juxtaposed
one more time just as they were by Phoenix on the beach at Troy?36

Appendix: Memnon, Achilles, and the Psychostasia

How much of the Aithiopis did Stesichorus cover in this poem represented in P. Oxy.
3876? In the cyclic poem summarized by Proclus and in Quintus' Posthomerica, the death of
Achilles was preceded by the death of Memnon. Although the story of Memnon could be told
here, none of our fragments demands to be taken as part of his battle. Still, there are several
places where Memnon might be worked in. Haslam suggests that the name of Memnon may
be read in fr. 56.5 (Μεμνυν) and that his immortalization may be alluded to (fr. 37.2, ἄμ-
μωτοτ). It is even tempting to add a reference to Memnon's mother, Eos (φόος ἀγών
'Aoς, Haslam's suggestion, fr. 39.13). Memnon's and Achilles' mothers, Eos and Thetis,
plead with Zeus for the lives of their sons, and Zeus weighed the two heroes' souls in his
scales. Aeschylus told this story in his Psychostasia, and it would seem to have been perfect
for Stesichorean treatment—as if Jocasta from the Lille poem and Callirhoe from the
Geryoneis were combined. But I find no trace of this story in our fragments. The Dawn
could well be mentioned without reference to her son Memnon. Finally, there is an odd lexical
coincidence that pushes for inclusion of the death of Memnon: the extremely rare adjective ζά-
κοτο apparently occurs twice in our fragments, at 64a.2 and 67a.5. The word is a Homeric

34 Cf. ὀξύμωρον (B. 5.141), used almost exclusively in the Iliad by Thetis to describe Achilles (Iliad
1.417, 505; 18.95, 458); μυνωθή (B. 5.151) and μυνοθάδον (of Achilles, Iliad 1.352).

35 Presumably the poems were not written for the same festival. Some cult of Achilles—whether at
Locri or elsewhere—seems the natural occasion for relating his death. The Meleager poem—especially the ver-
sion of P. Oxy. 3876, which seems to feature Artemis (frr. 2, 6, 19)—might more naturally fit one of the
Western festivals for Artemis, perhaps even the one at Rhegium which may also have provided the occasion for

36 For what it is worth, I note that on the François vase we find both the Calydonian hunt and what is al-
most certainly the golden urn in which Achilles and Patroclus' ashes were buried (Dionysos carries the urn).
For a discussion of the combination of these themes—the urn, the wedding of Peleus and Thetis, Achilles, and
the Calydonian hunt—see A. Stewart, "Stesichorus and the François Vase," pages 53-74 in Ancient Greek Art
and Iconography (Madison 1983) ed. W. Moon.
hapax. It is used twice by Pindar, once of the spear with which Achilles kills Memnon (Nem. 6.51-5). Moreover, immediately after telling of Memnon’s death Pindar says that this was the theme of earlier poetry. Of course he could be referring to the Aithiopis—but perhaps now we should consider whether the rare word in Pindar might not be an echo of the murder in Stesichorus.37
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37 I would like to express my thanks to Gordon Williams, Anne Burnett, David Sider, and Judy Barringer for the remarkably prompt and helpful attention they gave to the first draft of this article.